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Writing the Researched Essay

Readers need to be told h.rw ro respond to the sources used. They need
to know which sources you accept as reliable and which you disagree with,
and they need you to distinguish clearly between fact and opinion. Ideas
and opinions from sources need signal phrases and then some discussion
from you.
Synthesize Source Material and Your Own ldeas
A smooth synthesis of source material is aided by signal phrases and parenthetical documentation because they mark the beginning and ending of mate-;
rial taken from a source. But a complete synthesis requires something more: I
your ideas about the source and the topic. To illustrate, consider the problems I
in another paragraph from the British coal strike paper:
t
Some critics believed that there was enough coa! in Britain to maintain

enough power to keep industry at a near-normal level for thirty-five weeks
(Jones 30). Prime Minister Heath, on the other hand, had placed the country's
usable coal supply at 15.5 million tons (Jones 30). He stated that this would
have fallen to a critical 7 million tons within a month had he not declared a

three-day workweek (Jones 31).

This paragraph is a good example of random details strung together for no
apparent purpose. How much coal did exist? Whose figures were right? And
what purpose do these figures serve in the paper's development? Note that the
entire parugraph is developed with material from one source. Do sources other
than Jones offer a different perspective? This paragraph is weak for several reasons: (1) It lacks a controlling idea (topic sentence) to give it purpose and direction; (2) it relies for development entirely on one source; (3) it lacks any
discussion or analysis by the writer.
By contrast, the following paragraph demonstrates a successful synthesis:
Of course, the iridium could have come from other extraterrestrial sources
besides an asteroid. One theory, put forward by Dale Russell, is that the

iridium was produced outside the solar system by an exploding star (500).
Such an explosion, Russell states, could have blown the iridium either

offthe

surface of the moon or directly from the star itself (500-01), while also producing a deadly blast of heat and gamma rays (Krishtalka 19). This theory
seems to explain the traces of iridium in the mass extinction, but it does not

explain why smaller mammals, crocodiles, and birds survived (Wilford 22O).
So the supernova theory took a backseat to the other extraterrestrial theories:

those of asteroids and comets colliding with the Earth. The authors of the
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book The Creat futinction, Michael Allaby andJames Lovelock, subtitled their
work The Solution to . . . the Disappearance of the Dinosaurs. Their theory: an
asteroid or comet collided with Earth around sixty-five million years agq kill'
ing billions of organisms, and thus altering the course of evolution (157). The

fact that the theory of collision with a cosmic body warrants a book calls for
some thought: !s the asteroid or comet theory merely sensationalism, or is

it

rooted in fact? Paleontologist Leonard Krishtalka declares that few paleontologists have accepted the asteroid theory himself calling "some catastrophic
theories . . . small ideas injected with growth hormone" (22). However,

other scientists, such as Allaby and Lovelock, see the cosmic catastrophic the-,
ory as a solid one based on more than guesswork (10-1 1).

This paragraph's synthesis is accomplished by several strategies: (L) The paragraph has a controlling idea; (2) the paragraph combines information from several sources; (3) the information is presented in a blend of paraphrase and short
quotations; (4) information from the different sources is clearly indicated to
readers; and (5) the student explains and discusses the information.
You might also observe the different lengths of the two sample paragraphs

just presented. Although the second paragraph is long, it is not unwieldy
because it achieves unity and coherence. By contrast, body paragraphs of only
three sentences are probably i^ trouble.

Write Effective Conclusions
Sometimes ending a paper seems even more difficult than beginning one. You
know you are not supposed to just stop, but every ending that comes to mind
sounds more corny than clever. If you have trouble, try one of these types of
endings:

1.

Do not just repeat your claim exactly as it was stated in paragraph L, but
expand on the original wording and emphasize the claim's significance.
Here is the conclusion of the solar energy paper:
The idea of using solar enerry is not as far-fetched as it seemed years ago.

With the continued support of government plus the enthusiasm of research
groups, environmentalists, and private industry, solar energy may become a
household word quite soon. With the increasing cost of fossil fuel, the time

could not be better for exploring this use of the sun.

2.

End with a quotation that effectively summarizes and drives home the
point of your paper. Researchers are not always lucky enough to find the

